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Contents of the presentation
• Problem definition, inputs and field test cases.

• A method to integrate partly physically based models with machine learning.
• The machine learning methods applied: SVM and MLP, both  supported by a 

genetic algorithm.

• Results. 

• Needs and priorities of the energy companies [ 1) monopoly network operators 
and 2) unbundled competitive electricity market actors such energy retail 
companies and active demand (AD) aggregators].

• Needs for further studies.

• Conclusions from the  test case results.

• Overview of the project RESPONSE funded by the Academy of Finland.

• Map of the locations of the field tests.
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• Forecast  hourly  powers, when direct dynamic market based  
load control is applied to houses with electrical storage heating. ( 
We also forecast power at 3 min interval using the same 
method.)

• New hybrid methods are needed, because the errors in market 
balancing are  expensive and the mainstream forecasting 
approaches failed due to the dynamic control responses. 

• 9 a.m. forecast the hourly powers for each hour 1 – 35 hours 
ahead. Here only the results for 12 -35 hours ahead are 
presented for convenience. ( In operational systems new hourly 
interval power forecasts are typically made whenever there are 
new input data such as control signals or weather forecasts 
available.)    

PROBLEM: short term forecast 
aggregated dynamic load responses
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Hybrid approach for combining the 
strengths of different methods
• Machine learning methods are widely and successfully applied.
• They tend to fail, when the inputs are outside those adequately 

included in the training data. 
• Thus the nonlinearities and saturation of the heating and cooling  

make black-box machine learning based forecasting inaccurate, 
especially in extreme and rare weather situations and when 
dynamic load control signals are applied.

• Solution studied: Forecast the dynamics, saturation and control 
responses of the thermal processes using physically based model 
structures.  Forecast the residual, its time dependencies (seasonal, 
weekly, daily etc.) and its thermal dynamics using  black box 
machine learning.  
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• load control signals of each group ( ug )

• number of houses in each group ( ng )

• measured out temperature ( Tout_m )

• forecast out temperature ( Tout_f )

• measured aggregated power of the houses in each group 
(Pg).

Inputs

Field test data
• full storage electrical heating  (heat storage tank) 

controlled based on day ahead spot-price

• partial storage houses that are subject to both Time-Of-
Use control (ToU) and emergency load control 
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• 700 houses with heat storage tanks heated by electricity

• The heating was controlled based on day-ahead electricity market spot 
price

• Divided into two separately controlled groups based on thermal storage 
capacity

• Hourly interval consumption of each house was measured

• 12 month identification period

• 7 month verification period

Field test data on full storage 
electrical heating

This field test is explained in Koponen P., Seppälä J.: "Market based
control of electrical heating loads", CIRED 2011, paper no. 0796.
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• About 7500 houses with floor heating by electricity (+ 5000 reference sites)

• Storage heating was allowed during night time (ToU-heating)

• During some days the heating was controlled off for one hour by an emergency 
load control signal

• Hourly interval power consumption of each house was measured.

• 3 minute interval power of the whole power distribution area was measured 
from the power distribution substations

• 13 month identification period  (7153 controlled sites, 7062 selected to response model 

identification and 3526 selected to machine learning identification)

• 14 month verification period (over 7500 controlled sites, 5188 selected to the verification)

Field test data on partial storage 
electrical heating subject to both ToU-

control and emergency load control
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Method applied to each group
• The input signals were explained in slide 3. (Here subscript g that denotes 

the group is omitted.). The output Pf is the forecasted power of the group g.
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The method includes a response forecasting model 
• Model structure is physically based and the model parameters are 

identified from the measured data. 

• In the full storage case models, there is a heat storage, with input power 
and storage capacity constraints,  first order dynamics, and feeding a 
thermostat controlled heat load.

• In partial  storage case the thermal balance model for response 
forecasting includes 4 internal temperatures of the house.
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for short term forecasting and optimisation to control actions and temperature variations 
were based on measurements from power distribution primary substations, smart meters,  
weather data, and generic building properties.  They model aggregated behaviour of 
groups of mutually roughly similar houses. 

 

Models of load responses
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• Hourly interval from 
smart meters

• 3 minute interval 
from substations



Structure of the model for the emergency load 
control  responses in the partial storage heating 

casetemperature  

controller

Source: Koponen, Pekka. 1997. Optimisation of load control, Final report, 
VTT Energy. 26 p. + app. 14 p. Research report ENE6/12/97
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Only in the full storage case a SVM (Support 
Vector Machine) model that was common to 
both groups was slightly better than a separate 
SVM model for each group.
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For more information, see: Niska, H.; Koponen, P.; Mutanen, A., Evolving smart meter data 
driven model for short-term forecasting of electric loads. IEEE ISSNIP 2015, 7 - 9 April 2015.

Modelling the time dynamics with the 
machine learning methods 

We 
• used delayed temperature (and power) values as regressors, 

and 
• applied a genetic algorithm to optimize the number of 

model input variables. 

The main alternative is recursive forecasting model. (Predicting 
recursively one or more steps ahead from an internal state 
estimate (= memory) of the forecasting model.)



The machine learning models for 
forecasting the residual electric load
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Model inputs and their physical 
interpretations

These inputs were applied to both methods:
1)  MLP neural network

2) Support Vector Regression (SVR)  = SVM 
Non-linearity of SVR is achieved by pre-processing 
training patterns xi by a map Ф(e.g. radial basis) into some 
feature space, and then applying standard SVR. To obtain 
sufficient efficiency, the mapping was performed using a 
kernel function instead of calculating Ф(x) explicitly:

The genetic algorithm selected 9 inputs including 5 time-lags. 
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Results in the full storage case

Several different approaches for forecasting the aggregated hourly powers were 
compared.

• Partly physical models without response models.

• SVM alone.

• Partly physical models including the response models.

• Partly physical models including the response models, and the SVM forecasting 
of the residual.

• Partly physical models including the response models, and the SVM forecasting 
of the residual + forecast minimum limit.

• Partly physical models including the response models, and the SVM forecasting 
of the residual + forecast both minimum and maximum limit.
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Results in the full storage case

• In forecasting the dynamically controlled hourly powers, the hybrid  
approach performed best in the verification.

• The SVM alone forecast very well the identification data but not the 
verification data. This suggests that the 365 dynamically controlled 
identification days were not enough for the SVM to generalize the control 
responses correctly.

Method \ Normalized RMSE Identification Verification

partly physical without response model 0.99105 1.14260

partly physical with response model 0.33606 0.52645

response model and SVM 0.22893 0.36391

response model, SVM and minimum 0.22841 0.34487

response model, SVM and range limit 0.22827 0.34400

SVM 0.17224 0.75300
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Forecast and measured power in verification 
in the full storage case. One week. 

Similar dynamic controls were applied through the whole 7 month 
long verification period. Accuracy was always good.

The above figure was presented in Koponen, P., Niska, H.: Hybrid Model for Short-Term Forecasting of Loads and 
Load Control responses, IEEE PES ISGT Europe 2016, 6 p.
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Forecasting error in verification in the full storage 
case.  7 months .  

The above figure was presented in Koponen, P., Niska, H.: Hybrid Model for Short-Term Forecasting of Loads and 
Load Control responses, IEEE PES ISGT Europe 2016, 6 p.
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Results in the emergency load control of 
partial storage houses case over the 
whole 14 month verification period

RMSE (normalized)

Method Group 1 Group 2 Group 3 Group 4

SVM alone 0.1457 0.1756 0.6850 0.6866

MLP alone 0.1283 0.1651 0.8904 0.9622

SVM with response model 0.1161 0.1290 0.3801 0.3767

MLP with response model 0.1108 0.1361 0.4758 0.4622

• The hybrid methods performed best. That stemmed from emergency load control responses, load 
saturation and clock changes between winter time and summer time.

• The forecasts of groups 3 and 4 were inaccurate because the identification data was organized so 
that the information on load dependence on average load size of the group was lost.
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Results in the emergency load control of partial 
storage houses case over the two 48 hour 
periods that include emergency control tests

RMSE (normalized)

Method Group 1 Group 2 Group 3 Group 4

SVM alone 0.2180 0.2784 1.1122 1.1380

MLP alone 0.2037 0.2880 1.3519 1.4536

SVM with response model 0.1162 0.1350 0.5681 0.5820

MLP with response model 0.1126 0.1750 0.6186 0.6493

• The machine learning models could not alone forecast the emergency control responses.
• The forecasts of groups 3 and 4 were inaccurate because the identification data was organized so 

that the information on load dependence on average load size of the group was lost.
ITISE 2017, Pekka Koponen



Modelling the dependence on average site 
power of the groupTable 1. Modelling the dependence on average site power of the group.  

Normalized 

RMSE 

Without scaling Identification from 

data split based on 

customer size 

Feedback scaling to 

group mean size 

Machine learning with response model 

MLP SVM MLP SVM MLP SVM 

Group1 0.1108 0.1161 0.1712 0.1587 0.1047 0.1122 

Group2 0.1795 0.1290 0.1803 0.1717 0.1431 0.1143 

Group3 0.4758 0.3801 0.1365 0.1333 0.1640 0.1718 

Group4 0.4622 0.3767 0.1657 0.1330 0.1820 0.1639 

 Both approaches removed the large inaccuracy of the group 3 and 4 forecasts in verification. The results 
seem to indicate that for small variations the explicit modelling of scaling to average size may be more 
accurate and for large variations less accurate. 
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The machine learning methods as such were not able 
to forecast the emergency load control responses  
The results of this comparison were similar to all groups and thus only group 1 is 
shown here.   
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TSO  (Transmission System Operator, natural monopoly)

• managing the balance power (intra day) and power balance (real time)

DSO (Distribution System Operator, natural monopoly)

• managing the power flow constraints, voltage levels and voltage quality, 

recovery from faults, etc.

• mitigating price risk for grid customers with new peak power tariffs (cutting the 

electricity peaks)

• managing distributed energy resources and nano/micro grids

• managing customer and metering services

• managing DR and DER in emergency situations  (storms, balance,…)

Electricity retailer and / or flexibility aggregator (an actor in the 

competitive electricity market)

• managing of DER/DR of sales customers (DR optimization)

• managing of aggregation (real time consumption, estimations, ICT, technology, 

economy,…)

Customer (an actor in the competitive electricity market)

• optimization of own DER and DR (balancing load and power generation, improving 

economy, optimizing comfort such as room temperatures,…)

• connectivity of other smart devices (smart energy systems and other plug-in-solutions)

23

Needs of energy companies in Finland
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Needs for further studies

• forecasting the total power of the distribution area with 3 minute 
time resolution, when dynamic load control is applied,

• other hybrid methods in AD forecasting,
• on-line implementation and field testing of the response 

forecasting,
• field tests in cold temperatures in order to fill in the remaining gaps 

in the identification and verification data,
• analysis and development of criteria for the performance of load 

forecasting,
• utilization of the baseline forecasts in the markets for AD, and
• estimating confidence intervals for the forecasts.
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Commonly applied forecasting performance 
criteria poorly or very poorly reflect the 
actual costs caused by the forecasting errors
• The actual costs comprise
1) the costs of commercial balancing errors, which should reflect the resulting 

physical balancing costs, and
2) the costs of forecasting errors to distribution network operation.
• The actual costs per unit error are usually highest when the power flows are large. 

During low power the cost per absolute error is usually relatively very small.
• RMSE, for example, treats all the errors similarly irrespective of the load size.
• MAPE, for example, puts very much weight on the irrelevant errors during low 

power and puts relatively little weight on the most significant errors.
• We have not yet detected in the comparisons too much sensitivity to the selection 

of the criteria, but it would be better to have and use criteria that do not cause a 
risk of erroneous or misleading conclusions.  
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The response and the baseline are forecast
Some active demand markets need the baseline forecast in order to estimate 
the impact of the response for the settlement. The baseline estimate can be 
used as the reference for both aggregated groups and individual consumers. 

Baseline = measured – response forecast + base case forecast
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Forecasting confidence intervals

• Similarly to the load profiles used in Finland, confidence intervals should be the 
calculated also for the response models.

• The confidence intervals play a crucial role in smart grid control and optimization, 
because large balancing errors and exceeding operational limits can be costly.

• In this case, the main challenges include: 
• Taking into account the dynamic changes in forecasting accuracy
• Determination of the correct error distribution.

Example of load forecast confidence intervals:

*Picture courtesy of 
Antti Mutanen, 
Tampere University 
of Technology
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Conclusions
• When dynamic load control is applied, response forecasting is 

necessary for adequate forecasting performance. 

• The partly physically based model forecast the responses more 
accurately than SVM alone.

• For reaching best performance the machine learning methods such as 
SVM need more identification data than partly physically based models. 

• Forecasting the residual with SVM improved the performance of the 
partly physically based models. Such  hybrid model was the most 
accurate in both studied cases.

• This hybrid approach is relatively easy to understand and update.

• Other hybrid combinations should be developed, analysed and 
compared.   
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The results reported in the paper support 
the main hypotheses of the project 
RESPONSE

• The hybrid method combined the strengths of the different 
methods.

• This method for the integration of machine learning methods 
with other forecasting methods was relatively easy to develop 
and implement, but provided good forecasting performance.

• Other hybrid approaches and test cases are needed before 
drawing generic conclusions.
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Overview of the project RESPONSE on Improved 
Modelling of Electric Loads for Enabling Demand 
Response by Applying Physical and Data-Driven 
Models
• Funded by the Academy of Finland, New Energy Programme

• 2015 – 2018
• Consortium PI:  

• Prof. Pertti Järventausta, Department of Electrical Engineering (DEE), Tampere University of Technology (TUT)

• PIs of sub-projects and sites of research
• Prof. Mikko Kolehmainen, University of Eastern Finland (UEF)
• Dr. Tech. Seppo Hänninen, VTT Technical Research Centre of Finland (VTT)

• Key researchers
• M.Sc. Antti Mutanen (TUT), Prof. Hannu Koivisto (TUT)
• Dr. Pekka Koponen (VTT)
• Dr. Harri Niska (UEF)
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Objectives in the Response project

• Objective

• Develop enhanced models for electric load forecasting required by load 
control operations and distribution network operation

• Research hypotheses

• Hybrid models can combine the benefits of the different load modelling 
approaches, thus providing models that 

• (a) forecast relatively accurately in different situations including also 
those that have not been experienced before, 

• (b) adapt to changes in the load behavior, especially to those that 
can be expected

• (c) are reasonably easy and fast to maintain and update.

• Models that combine all relevant available information can forecast 
more accurate than black box models that are based purely on 
measurement data or models that are purely physically based. 
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Previous research versus new needs and 
opportunities according to the RESPONSE project plan

• The traditional load modelling either does not include any control 
response models or the response models are static or nearly static. For 
example, they do not take into account the fact that the responses and 
their dynamics depend very much on the variations of the ambient 
temperature and time of occurrence (i.e. time of the day, 
weekday/weekend, season of the year). 

• In future smart grids, the modelling needs are very diverse and response 
models are needed both for aggregated responses of customer groups 
and for individual customers.  Electricity markets and system level power 
control benefit from customer group models, whereas individual customer 
models are needed by low voltage network control and customer energy 
management.

• New data is now available. In Finland, smart hourly interval metering has 
been now rolled to almost all customers. Together with other opening data 
it enables further development and update of new data-driven models and 
schemes for load and response forecasting. 

• The analysis of the influence of weather forecasting errors, performance 
criteria and confidence intervals on load and response forecasting was 
often omitted or inadequate and should be evaluated more extensively.
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Publications of the project Response so far
• H. Niska, P. Koponen, A. Mutanen, “Evolving smart meter data driven model for short-term forecasting of electric loads” IEEE 

Tenth International Conference on Intelligent Sensors, Sensor Networks and Information Processing (ISSNIP) 2015, Singapore, 7-
9 April 2015, 6 p. 

• P. Koponen, H. Niska, “Hybrid Model for Short-Term Forecasting of Loads and Load Control Responses”, IEEE PES ISGT Europe 
2016, 6 p.

• A. Mutanen, H. Niska, P. Järventausta,”Mining Smart Meter Data – Case Finland”, CIRED 2016, paper 0120. 4 p.

• P. Koponen, R. Pasonen, A. Löf,” Analysis of optimal dynamic price control of heat pump houses with solar power”, CIRED 2016, 
paper 0038. 4 p.

• P. Koponen, R. Pasonen, A. Löf,” Nonlinear optimal control of the responses  of residential small houses with new energy 
resources ”, CIRED 2017, paper 0059. 5 p.

• M. Nurmiranta, “Data Driven Load Modeling and Customer Behavior Change Detection”. Master of Science thesis, Tampere 
University of Technology, May 2017, 54 p.

Coming soon

• A. Mutanen, ”Improving electricity distribution system state estimation with AMR-based load profiles”, Doctoral dissertation, 
Tampere University of Technology, 2017, DRAFT 12 September 2017.  Done in several projects including Response.

• P. Koponen, H. Niska, R.Huusko, “Improving the performance of machine learning models by integrating partly physical control 
response models in short-term forecasting of aggregated power system loads”, ITISE 2017 Granada Spain, 18-20 September 
2017, 12 p.
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Project Response plans to strengthen 
international research collaboration
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Finland and the distribution areas that have 
provided field test data for this research. 

2011-14 
(emergency load 
control and ToU, 
Loiste)

1996-1997 
(emergency load 
control and ToU, 3 
power utilities)

2012-2014 (spot 
price based dynamic 
direct control of full 
storage heating, 
Helsinki)

Weather data  for this research originate 
both from the Finnish Meteorological 
Institute and from the energy companies.

2009 - 2010 
(ToU. KSS)

Source of the map is Adato Energia Oy 
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Relevance of this study for the society

• There is very little energy storage in power systems so accurate balancing 
generation and consumption is critical for the operation.

• Power system load forecasting is a very much studied and published area.

• Penetration of variable generation increases => need for balancing power 
increases= > balancing using only or mainly the big power plants increases 
costs and emissions thus eventually cancelling the benefits from renewable 
generation => It is necessary to increase the use of demand side flexibility or 
active demand (AD) for balancing. 

• One of the main barriers for high AD penetration is that the energy industry 
uses the mainstream forecasting methods and these completely fail in the 
presence of AD. (The other main barriers, market structures and grid 
regulation, are also solvable but are outside the scope of this research.)

• This paper explained an approach that provides accurate load forecasts also 
in the presence of AD.  
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Thank you for attention

pekka.koponen@vtt.fi

harri.niska@uef.fi

reino.huusko@loiste.fi

This research is a part of project Response that is funded by the Academy of Finland.
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Reserve slides
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• The weather forecasting accuracy has improved substantially since 2010.  => 
Increasing the time horizon of short term power forecasting is now feasible. 

• How the forecasting horizon affects the accuracy in short term forecasting 
of loads, an example.

• SVM (1/2)
• SVM (2/2)
• Applying a genetic algorithm to optimally select the input variables for the 

machine learning models. 
• Temperature and load variation over the year in the Helsinki case
• Temperature and load variation over the year in the Loiste case
• Temperature and load variation over the year in a KSS case 
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Source: Niska, Harri; Koponen, Pekka; Mutanen, Antti. 2015. Evolving smart meter data driven model for short-term 
forecasting of electric loads. Proceedings. IEEE. IEEE Tenth International Conference on Intelligent Sensors, Sensor Networks
and Information Processing, ISSNIP 2015, 7 - 9 April 2015, Singapore.

The weather forecasting accuracy has improved 
substantially since 2010.  => Increasing the time horizon of 
short term power forecasting is now feasible. 

In 2010

The difference with the new FMI weather forecasts is much smaller.  About 50% with thermal loads.
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How does  this change 
when new accurate 
short term weather 
forecasts are used?
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Support vector machine (SVM)  (2/2)

 In most cases optimisation problem can be more easily solved in its dual 

formulation

 Non-linearity of SVR is achieved by pre-processing training patterns xi by a 

map Ф(e.g. radial basis) into some feature space, and then applying standard 

SVR. To obtain sufficient efficiency, the mapping can be performed using a 

kernel function rather than calculating Ф(x) explicitly:
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Model optimality in respect to forecasting accuracy and 

number of model inputs 
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The daily heating load and the outdoor 
temperature in the full storage case of HELEN 
Helsinki (Cired 2014 paper 178)
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The daily consumption and the outdoor temperature in 
the identification data in the emergency load control 
case of Loiste
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Smart metering data at KSS
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• The smart metering data from rural DSO Koillis-Satakunnan Sähkö

• Interval measurements of 3516 customers, and ambient temperature 

measurements and forecasts

• 2010 was used for identification and 2009 for verification in this paper. (When 

2009 was used for identification and 2010 for verification the results were not 

significantly different. ) 


